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ABSTRACT - The telecommunication technology joins two or 

more different locations in a near real-time application, and 

any location communicates with other, called video 

conference.  In everyday life and business, the Video 

Conference (VC) the basic component. Various computer 

applications is provided VC, like Windows Live Messenger 

and Skype have general video conference by supporting free 

or not expensive  

 voice, and video calling between costumers from all around 

the world it provides by many network application, the 

important subject for communication network services and 

researches is QoS with low bandwidth, in addition, support 

performance comparison between routing protocol as OSPF 

& RIP, in this paper we discuss the video conference over 

network, then explain the result QoS by simulation OPNET 

by different protocol.                                     
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Video conference is communication technology that 

communicates two or more locations together can converse 

or watch each other in near real-time application. This 

technology divides some kind, first one point to point 

conference conversation between tow users, secondly a 

multipoint conference this conversation from user to many 

users [2].                    

VC would be an agreeable communication tool for users to 

connect at any place and time. Various companies use the 

VC to connect with their client face to face meeting across 

the countries or cities, and between any two point. VC it can 

be reducing the time, and the most import parameter is 

reducing the cost for costumer move from place to another 

to meet. Many companies and university used this 

technology for training and. The general public is started 

with different free video conferencing programs and 

applications. Other paid programs are often for a company 

meeting like they need more trusted and safety service [3]. 

The traditional video conferencing needs a low bandwidth 

(Bw) of 128 kbps for good quality. High definition (HD) VC 

needs a larger transport BW at the maximum of 4 Mbps [7]. 

Various companies and organizations have Many locations, 

and their employees' connection options are typically 

determining to audio-only conference calls. It sometimes 

ineffective because of the determined level of interaction 

between the participants. VC is seen like expect an 

alternative to being become efficiency and minimize the cost 

because of no need to travel [6].                  

In a videoconference, The number of users is relying on 

services provided through the internet, services provider like 

manufacture, education, banking, health research. all these 

services, they will see in the extremely good growth in using 

video conferencing (VC) like a more important tool for 

businesses to enhance communication and working with 

partners, employees, and customers [1].  

VC trust technology for communicating users. an important 

problem in VC is quality technology for connecting the 

people to communicate visually across the globe. Face-to-

face interactions are achieved irrespective of any 

geographical locations. The most critical problem in VC is 

quality degradation and BW to change among the 

participants.  The basic of VC needs three thing equipment 

and environment and network that will connect site together. 

in a multipoint video conference, the important feature is to 

give high quality video images at any resolution. The digital 

compression is a main principle Used in VC in real time. 

II. STANDARDS OF VIDEO CONFERENCING 

Most important vendors provide the H.320 series of ITU 

recommendations that identified the video conference 

mechanisms via switched digital services like Integrated 

Service Digital Network (ISDN). Moreover, same 

recommendations have been identified for high-speed wide 

area networks (H.321), local packet-switched area networks 

(H.323), synchronous networks (H.322), local packet-

switched area networks (H.323), and telephone lines 

(H.324).  ITU standard VC are  [5]: A. ITU-H.320 defines 

the standard of public switching telephone networks (PSTN) 

or videoconferences over ISDN. When still happening often 

in Europe, ISDN has never been widely started in the United 

States and Canada [5].  

B. ITU H.264 this is compression standard it makes video 

conference system to succeed high error flexible IP video 

transmissions in response to public Internet without 

improving QoS line .this standard called Scalable Video 

Coding (SVC) [5]. 

C. International Telecommunication Union (ITU) V.80:  VC 

is common work successfully with H.324 point-to-point 
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Figure(2): Router conversation ,OSPF 

 

 

video telephony via normal plain old telephone service 

(POTS) phone lines [5]. 

III. LAYERS OF VIDEO CONFERENCING 

A. The components inside a Conferencing System can 

be separate into several many layers: Conference Control, 

User Interface, Control or Signal Plane, and Media Plane. 

VC User Interfaces (VUI) could be one option is graphical, 

and another option is voice responsive. Various in the 

industry have experienced both kinds of interfaces, and 

regularly. 

 Graphical interfaces are the experienced on the computer. 

User interfaces for conferences have a number of different 

clients. It can be used for a timetable, setup, and video call 

creation. Through the user interface the administrator can 

control all three layers of the system. Conference Control 

performs resource allocation, routing and monitoring. This 

layer can be added and take away participants from a 

conference. Control (Signaling) Plane Contains stacks that 

signal different endpoints to make a call and / or conference. 

Signals can be but are not determined to, H.323 protocol and 

Session Initiation Protocol (SIP). These signals control 

outgoing and incoming communicates as well as session 

parameters. The Media Plane controls combined audio, 

video, and streaming. This layer manages User Datagram 

Packets (UDP) Real Time Transport Protocols (RTP), User 

Datagram Packets (UDP) and Real-Time Transport Control 

Protocol (RTCP [5]. UDP and RTP typically carry traffic 

such as the type of payload that is the type of codec, video 

size, frame rate, and The other hand acts like quality control 

protocol to discover errors while running. 

IV. SIMULATION RESULT AND ANALYSIS: 

Simulation setup: an OPNET simulation 14.5 has been used, 

and our simulation content from ROUTER cisco 7000, two 

PC, Ethernet server, With Ethernet connection between the 

PC and router, each PC contains a 10BaseT Ethernet 

Network application configuration, profile config, link 

failure. application configuration: to set the application 

through network, profile config: to define the application 

and manage them, link failure: to make the linkage fail and 

recovery in certain times, and to discover link failure or 

recovery, nodes normally send small messages invited 

probes on all the links on which they transmit information, 

and listen for probes on the links from which they receive 

information [4]. We create two scenarios. First one for 

OSPF and the second is RIP protocol. 

Scenario no 1: Four router cisco 7000 and two PCs over 

OSPF protocol with link failure first situation below 
First situation 

Status Times 

fail 

recover 

fail 
Recover 

fail 

Recover 

fail 

240 

420 

520 
580 

610 

620 

625 

First situation 

Status Times 

Recover 

fail 
Recover 

626 

726 
826 

 

Figure(1): scenario 1 , (A) video conference with OSPF 

Figure (3):Video conference  Traffic receive and send by 

OSPF 

Figure(4) Videoconference  packet Traffic receive and send 
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Figure(5) video conference  packet delay   variation for 

PC1&PC2 by OSPF 

Analysis of scenario 1: (A) 

 In this scenario, four routers, two PC and server. our 

scenario tested video conference over OSPF protocol routing; 

we noticed how OSPF protocol effect in a video conference 

in both PC1 and PC2.also we checked the Routing 

conversation between the routers can. in fig (2) Routing 

conversation duration is 15m and the maximum value is 9, 

and the maximum value is 9 in duration 5m. 

Figure (3) shows for PC1 video conference   Traffic receive 

and traffic (blue line) send (red line) by OSPF and the figure 

illustrate the traffic received is less than traffic sent. 

Figure (4) for PC2 illustrate video conference packet Traffic 

receive (blue line) and traffic send (red line) the result as PC1 

result. 

Figure (5) represent video conference packet delay   variation 

for PC1&PC2 by OSPF, and we can see the delay variation 

for PC2 is 0.00022 the high than PC1 is .0008 . 

A. four router cisco 7000 and two PC over RIP 

protocol with link failure first situation below 

                                       TABLE STYLES 

First situation 

status Times 

fail 
recover 

fail 

Recover 
fail 

Recover 

fail 
Recover 

fail 

Recover 

240 
420 

520 

580 
610 

620 

625 
626 

726 

826 

 

Figure (6): scenario 1(B) video conference with RIP 

Result: for (B) PC1 

 

Figure (7) Router conversation, RIP 

 

Figure(8)video conference  Traffic receive and send by RIP 

PC2 

 

Figure(10) video conference  packet delay   variation for PC1&PC2 by RIP 

 

Figure (11): Scenario 2 (A) video conference with OSPF 
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Figure (12) Router conversation ,OSPF 

 

Figure (13)video conference  Traffic receive and send by OSPF 

PC2: 

 

Figure(14) video conference  packet Traffic receive and send 

 

Figure(15) video conference  packet delay   variation for PC1&PC2 by 

OSPF 

Analysis for scenario 2:  In this scenario we have nine 

routers, two PC and server fig (11) .our scenario tested video 

conference over OSPF protocol routing ,we represent  how 

can OSPF protocol impact in a video conference in PC1 and 

PC2.also we checked the  Routing conversation between the 

routers. in fig (12) Routing conversation duration is 15m and 

the maximum value is 7 . 

Figure(13) shows for PC1 video conference   Traffic receive 

and traffic line)  send by OSPF and the figure illustrate the 

traffic received is same of traffic send  . 

Figure(14) for PC2 illustrate  video conference  packet 

Traffic receive and traffic send the result as PC1 result  but 

in PC2 the maximum value is 27, and in PC1 the maximum 

value is 14  . 

Figure(15) represent video conference  packet delay   

variation for PC1&PC2 by OSPF, and can see the delay 

variation for PC2 is 0.00029 the high than PC1. 

Nine router cisco 7000 and two PC over RIP protocol with 

link failure first situation below  
First situation 

Times status 

240 fail 

420 recover 

520 fail 

580 recover 

610 fail 

620 recover 

625 fail 

626 recover 

726 fail 

826 recover 
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Fig (16): scenario 2(B) video conference with RIP  
Result: for (B) 

PC1 

 
Figure(17) Router conversation ,RIP   

 
Figure(18)video conference  Traffic receive and send by RIP 

 

PC2 

 
Figure(19) video conference  packet Traffic receive and send  with RIP 

 

 

 
Figure(20) video conference  packet delay   variation for PC1&PC2 by RIP 

Analysis of scenario 2: (B) 

(B) is part of scenario2 it tested video conference over RIP 

protocol routing ,we represent  how can RIP protocol effect 

in a video conference in PC1 and PC2.also we checked the  

Routing conversation between the routers. in fig (17) 

Routing conversation duration is 20m, and the maximum 

value is 12 . 

Figure (18) shows for PC1 video conference   Traffic 

receive and send by RIP and the figure illustrate the traffic 

received is same of traffic sent. Figure(19) for PC2 illustrate  

video conference  packet Traffic receive is same is  traffic 

sent. Figure (20) represent video conference packet delay   

variation for PC1&PC2 by RIP, and we can see the delay 

variation for PC2 is 0.00020 the high than PC1 is 0.000 

V. CONCLUSION: 

Video conference is communication system technology that 

communicates two or more location or person together and  

can converse or watch  each other in the near real-time 

application; this minimizes the cost and saves money and 

time and reliable and secure. In this paper, we know the 

video conference and the standard and advance for the user. 

And the simulation represents video conference quality of 

service such as traffic send, receive and showed the result to 

compare between it. Also used in simulation tow protocol 

OSPF and RIP to notice how this protocol effect in a video 

conference to achieve this effect we used in this paper two 

scenarios and compare between it by a parameter such as 

traffic send, receive and delay variation . Our concluded in 

this scenarios the video conference traffic send and traffic 

receive is best when we use the RIP protocol. 
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